
Multiple Choice Questions: Selecting
Multiple Correct Answers

When creating a multiple choice question, a user has the option to select more than one correct
answer. eDoctrina provides different types of scoring options for selected-response questions that
involve multiple correct answers. These types of questions can be administered online or via answer
sheets

When creating an assessment, locate the Scoring Type option in either the Answers Key or
Questions view.

When you click on the Scoring Type option, you will be able to select which multiple correct answer
combination you need for your question structure.

Answer Key view:

Question View:



Below are the following options for Multiple Correct Answer questions:

● Multiple correct answers, all correct required
(all answers must be chosen for student to receive credit)

● Multiple correct answers, any correct required
(if at least one correct answer is selected, full credit will be given)

● Multiple correct answers, partial scoring
(student will receive partial credit for choosing at least one of the correct answers)

● Multiple correct answers, single response

● Multiple correct answers, priority gap
(related to our 3rd party question banks - do not currently have the tools for educators to create
their own custom priority gap type questions)

Once a user selects the type of Multiple Correct Answers format, the next step is for the user to
choose which combination of answers are correct/required.

For example, below is a question where all correct answers are required to be selected for the
student to receive full credit. To specify which answers are correct the user needs to select the edit
pencil and select both correct answers (A and C).



Another screen will pop up so that I can select which answers have to be chosen by the student to
receive credit:

Once you select your correct answers and click “save”, you will see both answers will have appeared
next to "Correct".

*You can re-open the answer selection screen to edit the correct answer by clicking on the edit
pencil at any point.

PARCC Districts: Multiple Correct Answer Questions Answer
Sheet

When printing Fastest Small Bubble or Fastest Big Bubble answer sheets for assessments that have
multiple correct answers, users have the option to choose a setting which creates a rectangular
bubble instead of circular bubble to signal to the student that the question has multiple correct
answers.

When printing answer sheets for the assessment, select the “Customize” button under the answer
sheet option:



A popup will appear with some options allowing you to customize your answer sheets. At the very
bottom of the list, check the Multiple answer as rectangle option and click Apply.



When you print answer sheets, questions with multiple correct answer, such as question #2 and #5
in the example below:


